Prajapita Brahma - A life Sketch
A Pious man was born in 1876 in sind and bare the name Dada
Lekhraj This peerless person possesed penetrating eyes, pleasing
sountenance and a magestic personality. As he grew in to manhood, he
stood steeped in wealth as a dealer in diamonds.
Around the age of sixty, he suddenly underwent inner transformation,
renounced oputence and devoted himself to lighting up the candle of self
awareness and catalyzing the deliversance of manking to the status of
nobility. His revolutionary goal was the renewal of the world through
virtue, human compassion and universal brotherhood. The suprime power
archemised Dada Lekhraj in to Prajapita Brahma for this highest target.
Prajapita Brahma was a man of extraordinary vision and foresight and a
social reformer. He had grat compassion for hurmanity and concern for
the weak. Emancipation of women being the upermost in his mind, he
founded the institution of Brahma Kumaris in 1937.
He emprasized on freeing the human mino from all kinds of bias and
prejudices. The raja yoga meditation taught by him is a powerful means
to get rid of mental tension.
Prajapita Brahma left his mortal coil on 18th January 1969. His legacy is
the Brahma Kumaris World Spiriual University which has grown in to the
largest organisation of its kind to day, managed mostly by women.
It has a network of 8500 educational centers in india and in 120
countries spanning all contiments of the globe.
It is affilited to United Nations and is respected worldwide for the
purity and integrity of its moral and spiritual education and is the recipient
of numerous awards for service to humanity in the field of peace and Valu
Educations.
His message for all is “Purity is the mother of peace and prosperity. For purity in thought,
word and action, be Holy and be Rajyogi.”
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